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SCIENCE AND SOCIETY

Introduction

This syllabus is designed as a teacher guide for a one semester

seminar course entitled Science and Society. Portions of this syllabus

would be appropriate for duplication and distribution to students; how-

ever, the syllabus is primarily intended for teachers.

Credit for the conceptual framework of this course is given to

Dr. Richard A. Gorton, Professor of Education, University of Wisconsin,

Milwaukee, to Mr. Marvin Meissen, Science Coordinator, Madison Public

Schools, and to Mr. Bruce McN. Miller, Curriculum Associate-Science,

James Madison Memorial High School.

Credit for the actual materials in this syllabus and the philosophy-

design of the Science and Society course is given to Mr. Leroy Lee,

Mr. Frank Zuerner and Mr. Bruce Miller all teachers at James Madison

Memorial Senior High School.

Philosophy,

Science and technology have aided in the solution of many problems

with which society is confronted. However, in many instances science and

technology have surpassed cultural and social development thus creating

additional problems. This course will attempt to identify such latter

problems as well as major environmental problems currently confronting

mankind.

It is expected that with in-depth study of identified problems of

science and society, that students can propose solutions and the merits

of these solutions can be discussed in a seminar group. It is hoped that

serious study of both problems and potential problem solutions will develop

a student conviction that the scientific community does have a sense of

responsibility and basic commitment to human problems and social needs.



The Science and Society. course is not intended to emphasize the

scientific method nor to extol the wonders of science. This course is

riot intended to formally investigate new areas of scientific discipline.

Rather, it is an attempt to provide student opportunity to investigate

the interrelationships between science and society. The success of this

course rests heavily upon student initiative, innovativeness and research.

The course requires that each student identify a specific problem(s),

research this specific problem and propose alternate solutions to the

selected problem. All selected research problems must be science or

technology based problems of society. Formal written research papers are

expected. Seminar presentation of both the research and the proposed

solutions to each problem are expected.

Course Requirements

Must:

To successfully complete the Science and Society course, the student

1. Read and discuss selected reading materials.

2. Participate in and lead seminar discussions.

3. Select and research a major problem in science and society
each nine week period. Problems selected must be in areas
where science and social problems are both involved. For
example, the racial problem, per se, would not be an
appropriate topic for this course. However, the problem
of minority group employment by the scientific community
would be an appropriate problem for this course. All
research topics will be discussed with and approved by the
instructor before intensive research is begun by the student.

4. Propose a minimum of two alternate solutions to each selected
research problem; these proposed solutions will be included as
a part of the formal written paper.

5. Be prepared to debate and select one of the alternate solutions
to each problem selected and presented by fellow students.



Themes of the CourseI
The main themes of the Science and Socket course are:

I. The Role of Science in Identifying and Solving Social Problems

II. Science and Technological Development As Related To Cultural
and Social Development

III. The Role and Influence of Science in Literature, The Arts,
Philosophy and in the Governmental Process

The above themes are quite broad; indeed, this course could easily

becqme so generalized that little value would be derived by the student in

terms of specific topic investigation and in the identification of solutions

to these problems. To avoid the foregoing, students should be required to

identify specific problem topics prior to the intensive research stage of

the work.

It will be useful to student guidance if the instructor spends time

early in the course defining the requirements of a formal written research

paper. Appendix A could be duplicated and distributed to students, for

this purpose. However, the instructor should also spend class time to

insure that students are well oriented to the step -by -step procedures required

in a formal written paper and in the selection of a topic for research.

Major Areas of InvestigationM .1110a.

To assist in problem identification, major areas in which research could

be done are outlined below; these areas are consistent with the above themes

and with the intent of this course.

Each of the major areas listed below are still much too broad for research

topics, Specific topics within these major areas will need to be identified

by the student, with, perhaps, instructor assistance.

To aid the instructor, each of the below listed major areas have been

given possible sub-divisions. However, each of these sub-divisions would



require further specificity b2fore a research topic could be derived. It

is intended-that all major areas and sub-areas shown below be flexible;

additions or deletions could be made by individual teachers.

I. Environmental Pollution and Control

Includes the sub-areas of air pollution; water pollution; biological

pollution; thermal pollution; nuclear pollution sources. (Specific research

topics could include both the concepts of pollution and pollution control

or could deal with one or the other concept individually.)

II. Space Exploration

Includes the sub-areas of spin-off benefits to society; the influence

of the space programs on social structure; the technology of the space

program as related to cultural and social evolution; the moral aspects

of apace exploration and the coat of the space program. (Again, the

student must identify a specific problem within one of the sub-areas;

this problem identification in the area of space exploration may be

more difficult than in, for example, the pollution area.)

III. Energy Sources

Sub-areas within this category include: energy sources themselves,

i.e. nuclear, solar, fossil fuel, waterpower; the distribution of energy

to populations; the availability of energy sources to underdeveloped

nations; the necessity of conserving certain energy sources; the

potentialities of developing new energy sources to meet speCific social

needs. (It is suspected that specific topic identification in this area

may be difficult due to the overlapping nature of the sub-areas. Re&ource

materials may also be difficult to obtain in this general area.)
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IV. Population

This area includes sub-areas of population numbers; distribution

of populations; food supplies for specific human populations; basic

requirements of populations; population density; birth control. (Some

students may tend toward emotional involvement with this topic. It

should be remembered that each student is not required to investigate

every area. It should also be remembered that one of the important

parameters of this course is that all topics selected for research must

be scientifically based.)

V. Medical Aspects

Sub-areas in this category include: artificial body parts versus

humanism; modification of personality by brain surgery; modification

of personality and/or genetic codes by drugs; social relationships -

consequences - implications of drug useage; abortion; pre-selection of

genetic codes for human children. (Again, as in all areas, additional

sub-areas may be suggested by either the instructor or the student.)

VI. Consumer Products

Sub-areas include: the automobile's role in society; the role of

paper products in consumer economics; the use of plastic products to change

consumer habits; quantity, production and distribution of basic consumer

needs; other appropriate sub-areas. (Problem identification may be quite

difficult in this area. Students may be prone toward status quo reports

rather than problem identification and solution. Another difficulty in

this area may be student failure to consider scientific bases for their

selected topic, although this area is more technology oriented than science

oriented.)
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VII. Cities

Divisions of this area might be: city transportation problems;

employment; waste control; basic human needs of housing, power food

and clothing; recreation. (Students selecting a research topic within

this area would do well to consider the question, "How Can the Scientific

Community Assist in Solving the Social Problems of the City?"

VIII. Interrelationshim of the Scientific Community and the Governmental

Process

Problem areas which chould be investigated include: the location and

use of public facilities; mani!mlations of world economics for national

interests; conquest of raw materials sources; philosophic aspects of both

science and society; the state of scientific and technological knowledge

as related to governmental policies; a host of other similar topics. (Studen'ts

will probably find this area one of the most fascinating for research purposes.

However, again, OIL instructor must insist upon a scientific basis for the

research.)

IX. Conservation of Natural Resources
.

Two important sub-areas would be: the concept of recreation versus con-
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servation; the concept of human need today versus conservation for the future.
a,

(This area is quite broad and does overlap with some other areas listed above. I

Considerable student thought will be required to produce a researchable 44

specific topic within this area.)

X. L;ybernetics

Sub-areas include: computer technology; information collection; informa-

tion distribution; application of computers to solve social problems. (This

is a relatively new area, but a rapidly growing area of human endeavor.
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Information in some sub-areas may be scarce. On the other hand, problem

identification and solution should tend to be more imaginative than in

some other areas.)

XI. Science and the Arts

Sub-areas include: meaningful communication of the role of science

through literature, poetry and the fine arts; the use of the fine arts

to express the interrelationships of science and society; the inter-

relationships of scientific philosophy and a particular art/literature

era. (This area will be one where problem identification in the same

sense as in other areas will not be possible. However, this is an areas

where human endeavor in past eras was stronger than it appears today.

This may also be an area where some very imaginative student ideas may

emerge. It might be quite advisable for the instructor.to seek an out-

side speaker to introduce some of the possibilities in this area to students.)

Course Materials

The following reading materials are recommended to "establish a mood

and background" for the Science and Society, course. Neither of ;hese two

sources provides basic research material for students. Rather, both of

these recommended materials do attempt to place the evolution and role of

science and technology as one complimentary to and interrelated with the

society in which the scientist works:

Bronowski, J., THE IDENTITY OF MAN. Natural History Press, 1965

(Hardcover) or American Museum Science Soo s, 1966 (Paper.)

Harrison, J., (editor) SCIENTISTS AS WRITERS. M.I.T. Press,

1965 (Paper.)

- 7 _
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Suggested Course Structure

To facilitate a reasonable length of time for research presentation

and problem solution(s) discussion, two eighty minute seminar sessions

should be scheduled each school week. The reduced class meeting time

should provide for student research time. The reduced teacher time in

the classroom should provide conference time to advise students in

topic selection and procedural matters. It is suggested that the teacher's

schedule provide for at least three hours, in addition to the 160 minutes

of seminar time, for these student consultations.

Suggested Course Outline

Since it will take a few weeks before the first student is ready

to present a research paper, the first few weeks of the course should

provide for planned seminar group activities. These include:

1. A discussion of the philosophy, purposes and procedural

operation of the course - 1 or 2 Sessions. (See Appendix B.)

2. Use of available 16mm films as background material - 2 to

4 Sessions. (See Appendix D.)

3. Discussions of the two reading materials (suggested above,)

2 to 4 Sessions.

4. Discussions of the requirements of a formal written ':esearch

paper - 1 to 2 Sessions. (See Appendix A.)

The above suggestions will require from three to six weeks, assuming two

seminar sessions per week. By this time, some students ought to be ready

to begin to present their research papers. It will be quite necessary

for the instructor to establish a research paper presentation schedule

d_ uringflthe first week of this course to insure that students do not pro-

crastinate in their work to the detriment of this course. Those students

who are "up to bat" first may not be able to do as extensive research as

might be deafred; the teacher will need to consider this problem and

communicate with students concerning this time problem.

8



The course requirement of two research papers per semester can

be achieved in terms of both the suggested course structure and course

outline IF no more than 15 students are assigned to the course. If

more than 15 students are assigned, modifications will be necessary

such as requiring two shorter projects from some students and one longer
i.

project from others. In any event, the teacher must plan carefully the

1 available time. Each research project presentation should be allowed

one full seminar period; lesser time will not meet the needs of both

/7
in-depth presentation and in-depth seminar discussions.

U
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5. Presentations of Research Problems and Discussions of
proposed solutions - 24 to 30 Sessions. (See above discussion.)

The Witten Paper

It is intended that students in the Science and Society_ course

prepare and submit formal, written research papers. Appendix A provides

detailed suggestions for the preparation of such papers. Since this Appendix

may serve as a very useful guide to students, teachers will probably wish

to duplicate this Appendix and distribute it to their students.

It is recognized that each student will have a varying background

--ad ability in the preparation of written papers. The teacher must be

prepared to spend some tutorial time assisting certain students in the

acquisition of improved paper writing skills; cooperation with the English

Department in this area might be considered. The teacher should also view

each student's work in this area relative to individual student ability and

improvement.

It is also recognized that the primary intent of this course is to

research problems and propose solutions in the area of science and society.

However, scientists increasingly are being called upon to effectively

articulate their ideas and to communicate them to other members of the

society. Hence, written papers should be done carefully, completely and properly,

- 9 -



The Science Seminar

Each teacher will view the seminar situation in terms of his own

experience and attitudes. The seminar portion of this course may be

handled in a variety of innovative ways. For example, students could

be told that they are to play the role of a scientist presenting a

report to a Congressional committee with the class playing the latter

role. Another approach might be to have the student researcher playing

the role of presenting a report to a group of citizens with the class

playing the latter role. Each teacher will need to decide upon the

structure of the small group (seminar) in terms of the particul r school

situation.

Appendix B is provided as a possible hand-out for students.

Teachers will probably wish to duplicate Appendix B for their students

or provide some alternate discussion of the nature of a seminar situation.

Bibliography for Science and Society

The bibliography presented as Appendix C is not intended to be

exhaustive. Selections include representative materials for each of

the major areas suggested for this course. The bibliography is intended

primarily for teacher guidance. This bibliography will not be sufficient

to provide in-depth study of a particular student research topic. This

bibliography specifically avoids strictly factual matter in the areas of

science and technology. Rather, the bibliography is intended to provide

a broad range background in the problem areas germain to this course.

It is suggested that teachers do not reproduce this bibliography

for their students. Some students will tend to use a prepared bibliography

as a crutch and pill thus overlook many valuable resources. Indeed, this

bibliography is probably inadequate for the in-depth research of any single

student research topic.



Selected Films

Many excellent films have been produced during recent years that

may be used to "set the mood" for such a course as this on,. In selecting

the films listed in Appendix D, prime consideration was given to those

films which identify problems or lead to the identification of problems

related to this course. Films which presented only factual material in

the areas of science, technology or social problems were eliminated from

selection.

It is suggested that teachers use several of the films listed in

Appendix U early in the course as stimulatorE for research problem

identification. All films listed are available to teachers in the

Madison Public Schools.

Library. Research Pro ect

Some students in the Science and Society course may have little real

experience in library research techniques. In addjtion, since all students

in this course will be using library research techniques extensively,

some time early in the course should be devoted to review and practtce

of such skills.

It is suggested that the exercise provided in Appendix E be reproduced

and used as a student exercise during Lhl. first or second week of this

course.

Summary

It is hoped that the foregoing philosophy and specific suggestions

for the Science and Society course will provide the basic teacher guide

required for the effective implementation of this course. It is hoped that

Science Departments will give serious consideration to the implementation of

- 11



this course. It is anticipated that this course will evolve into an

inter-departmental, cooperative effort once the school's Science Depart-

ment has piloted such a program.

This course should be modified as experience may direct. The

bibliography should be periodically L -dated to insure that current

social problems and scientific developments are included. Consideration

should be given to ways to expand the number of students involved in this

type of educational experience.

It is felt that this type of course is essential to the well rounded

education of today's high school students. Indeed, the continuance of

our society may well depend upon increased efforts to eliminate J. Snow's

"two cultures" and substitute an effective, harmonious, cooperative,

problem solving merger of these two cultures.
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APPENDIX A

THE WRITTEN RESEARCH PAPER

&Introduction

The written paper provides the opportunity to explore a subject

in depth and to organize and interpret information. This process enables

the researcher to become something of an authority on his topic.

B. Choosinic a Topic

A good paper should begin with your interest in the subject selected

for investigation. If you are interested in a topic area, but have little

background in the subject, your instructor will be able to suggest one or

more general articles for you to read. Then, you should use the card catalog,

guides to periodical literature and available bibliographies to determine

how the general area you have seected is broken down into smaller units.

A broad subject such as Pollution is divided into Water Pollution, A..

Pollution, Thermal. Pollution and/or other units. If the unit of Water

Pollution were selected, this area would be broken down into many sub-units

such as Industrial Effluent Water Pollution, Farm Fertilizer Water Pollution,

Water Pollution &Pesticides, Pollution of Water kx Az_ adrin and many other

sub - units.

You should now be able to select a specific unit or topic within the

general topic. You must keep in mind that the topic selected must be capable

of adequate research in terms of:

1. AvallabIlitv of source materials. For some subjects, the available

Material may be too technical and complicated for you to interpret - the

researcher must be able to understand his research: For example, the

topic dimethyl phosphate 3-hydroxyl - a - methyl cis-crotonamide Uptake

by Algal Phospholtpids, would probably be a topic too technical for high

school students. Other topics may have too few available resource materials

for in-depth research.



2. Complexity of selected problem. The selected topic should lend

itself to in-depth research in a reasonable amount of time. Generally,

the student who runs into time problems has selected too broad a topic.

3. Approval of instructor. Your instructor can be quite helpful to

you in determining whether or not you have selected both an appropriate

topic (for the course and for your ability level) as well as whether the

topic selected is too broad for adequate research.

Sources of information

1. Library Card Catalog

All books available from a particular library are listed three ways in

the card catalog: by author; by title; by subject. The subject card is

particularly useful and can provide the following information about a book:

(a) A list of all subject headings used in the book. This data enables

you to more clearly define the subject matter in the reference.

jak How up-to-date the information is. You shvald always look for

publication dates of references.

..(c) The number of pages. This factor can be an indicator of the

extensiveness of the topic treatment in the reference.

0) The location of the book.

Periodical Indices

A great quantity of current information is available in periodicals.

This information may range from in-depth discussions to news items. Sources

may range from popular magazines to technical journals. A knowledge of

how to use the periodical indices will make the task of "searching the

literature" easier and will produce a more authoritative and up-to-date paper.

If you are unfamiliar with these research books, you should seek assistance

from the librarian. These types of research sources include:

A-2
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a Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature. This guide indexes

more than 120 periodicals of general interest. It is published monthly

in paperback form.

(b) Specific discipline indices. Examples would be Biological

Abstracts, Chemical Abstracts, B.A.S.I.C. and others. This type of

reference will not always be found in smaller and secondary school

libraries but are usually available in university and larger public

libraries. They can be valuable reference sources when properly used.

LLidicescDiscilit. Examples would be Education Index, ERIC

Bibliographies and others. This type of reference is not usually used

by secondary school students due to the difficulty of locating materials

indexed.

Pamphlet File

Many libraries and resource centers will file current articles and

pamphlets by subject or topic area in a pamphlet file. Such files may or

may not be indexed; thus, the researcher may have to pursue such files to

determine their contents.

Encyclopedias

Encyclopedias may be both general and specific. All of these references

offer a good starting point for a wide variety of topic areas. Usually,

they give at least a "bird's eye view" of a topic; frequently a considerable

quantity of specific information is also given.

Yearbooks and Annual Publications

This type of reference source provides up-to-date facts and figures

relative to wide range topic areas. Examples include: The World Almanac

A-3



and Book of Facts; United Nations Yearbook; United States Census ItpErss;

Statesman's Yearbook; Wisconsin Blue Book.

6. Biblicyraphies

Many selected bibliographies are available for specific topic areas;

generally, such prepared bibliographies are difficult to obtain in libraries

and resource centers. However, most authors presenting articles or books

provide selected bibliographies. These latter bibliographies are usually

located at the end of the article or book and provide valuable sources for

further research.

Resource Personnel

Many persons with whom you will be in contact can provide ideas and

specific reference sources for researching your topic area. Such persons

include your instructor, the librarian, and experts in your topic field.

..............Ldji.l....2....../22D.PreparatiolgorkinBibliorah

A working bibliography is a list on note cards of the books, magazine

articles and other sources that you will use for your rescerch. These note

cards provide a record of the sources of information available on your

selected topic.

Separate 3 x 5 or 4 x 6 cards are used for each entry; only one

source is listed on each card enabling easy additions or subtractions to the

composite list (stack of note cards). Cards are usually easier to work with

than slips of paper.

Each card should also include all the facts that you will need to

identify the reference and obtain it from the library or resource center.

These facts include all the information required for preparation of the final

bibliography which will be prepared at the end of your research paper. Necessary

items include:

A-4



1. Author's name with last name first. In edited material, the

editor's name appears as the author but with the notation (ed.)

following the name. If the reference is unsigned, then the name of

the material appears first in the bibliographic reference.

2. Title of the material. The title of a book is either underlined

or capitalized: if underlining is used, each word is underlined

separately. The title of an article appearing within the reference

source is enclosed with quotation marks.

3. Facts of publication. This information would include for a

book: publisher, city of publication, year of publication, and number

of total pages. For an article within a reference source, you will

need: name of periodical or reference source, volume number (if any),

date of publication and pages within the reference source on which

the article appears. The name of a periodical and its volume number

is underlined.

4. Library call number. The inclusion of the library call number

on the bibliographic note cards is valuable in locating the material.

(However, this item need not be included in the research paper bibliography.)

The following are some samples of acceptable bibliographic entries for

bibliography cards:

For a Book

+581.4 Bold, Harold C., Morphology of Plants. Harper and Row,

New York, 1967. 452p.

For a Magazine Article

Periodical Phillips, Thomas Troy, "The Many Faces of Air Pollution.

desk The American Legion Magazine, May, 1967, pp 8-13.

For an Unsigned Magazine Article

Periodical "Who Put Insecticides in the Milk?" The American

desk Biology Teacher, Feb., 1969, p96.
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For an UnsigneqNewspaml Article

Periodical "Drugs Cloak Peens' Problems." Wis. State Journal,
desk 30 Jul., 1969, p. 10.

For an Edited Compilation of Articles

609 Hughes, Parke H. et al., The Development of Western
H87d Technology Since 1500. Mazlish, Bruce (ed.) Harper and Row,

Num York, 1964, 149 p.

There are other acceptable bibliographic forms than those shown above.

The two important things to remember in preparing a bibliography are:

(1) list all required information and (2) use a consistent form, for all

entries.

E. Taking Reading Notes

Accurate and complete notes are essential for writing a good paper.

You should not try to write down everything you read, but rather, skim

the material first and then re-read it taking down those ideas and quotes

you think you will need for your paper.

Notes should be taken on 3 x 5 or 4 x 6 cards so that the material

can easily be arranged prior to the actual writing of your paper. Each

card should contain:

1. Thelubilst.Lnformation. Such information consists of the facts

and opinions required and accurately recorded. You would also include

summaries, in your own words, of pertinent ideas. However, facts and

quotes CANNOT be summarized in your own words.

1_._._..._._atjoLaiziji.Sourceofinformidaenbesusedum. This item would be

similar to your bibliographic entries described above.

3. A card heading.. This heading is placed at the top of the card and,

in a few keywords, summarizes the contents.

Some researchers like to ;:ombil.-1 the bibliographic cards and the reading

note cards using one side for each item. The disadvantages of this procedure

A-6



include lack of sufficient space for notes and the inability to separate

the two types of information into two stacks. Advantages include the

necessity for recording bibliographic data only once and immediate

access to your notes on reading from a particular bibliographic source.

The following is an example of an acceptable note card:

BibliogrEyhic Reference

(This may appear at the top of the card and should be placed on each note
card from a particular source unless the several notecards are secured
together. See preceding section for correct bibliographic entries.)

Heading SEWERAGE DISPOSAL

Direct Quote p 17. "The Port of Chicago sewerage not removed
by waste treatment equals the waste of a
million persons."

Summarized pp 16-24. Primary treatment of sewerage removes 35
per cent of waste while secondary treatment
removes an additional 65 per cent.

pp 1-15. Sewerage disposal was first open ditches -

then pipelines were installed to the nearest
river. Around 1900, chlorine was first added,
for health reasons.

Notes which cannot be understood later or those that are incomplete or

carelessly written are of little use. You can avoid re- reacting and re-checking

by following these simple rules:

1. Take as few direct quotations as possible selecting only key ideas

for such useage. When you do copy a direct quotation, make certain there are

no mistakes in the transposal to note c -'rds. Also, include direct quotes

with quotation marks or your note cards and be certain you know the author

of the specific quotation. (Sometimes, authors will quote others in their work.)

2. Avoid crowding too much information on one card. Write on only one

side of the card.
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3. Make certain all information placed on the note card is correct

the first time.

4. Write legibly.

F. Writing the Paper

A well written, significant research paper is strongly dependent

upon the depth and quality of research and upon careful, thoughtful,

orderly preparation of the paper. You should follow the below indicated

general steps in writing your paper:

1. Review and arrange your note cards. Re-read all notes to refresh

your memory and then arrange the note cards in groups based upon note card

headings.

2. Prepare a preliminary outline. First, state, in one sentence the

central idea of the paper. Then, make an outline showing the order of

presentation of ideas. (This outline, in final form, will follow the title

page of your paper and will proceed the formal portion of the paper.)

3. Write a first draft. Attempt to write this first draft at one

time while the review of your notecards is fresh in your mind. If some area

seems to require more data than you have, do NOT stop writing, but make a

note to yourself that a section of your paper requires this additional

research (and subsequent re-writing.)

4. Revise the paper.

(a) Review the contents to make certain the main points are related

directly to the central theme (as stated in your preliminary outline.)

Add or omit sentences, as required.

(b) Check the structure of the paper. Your introduction should lead

naturally into the theme of the paper. There should be a relationship

between each major idea in the paper with no abrupt shift in thought.

The conclusion should be. related to the introduction and should summarize

the main body of the paper.
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(c) Go over the paper carefully to correct all mechanical errors.

Such errors are simply not allowable in.a research paper!

(d) Prepare a final outline and to is sentence. This will be a

revision of your preliminary outline and will provide the reader with

both the theme of your paper and a table of contents.

Example of Topic Sentence and Final Outline

.Note: The following is NOT an all inclusive outline of the topic

selected.

Title: Pollution in Lake Mendota

Topic
Sentence: Lake Mendota receives pollutants from a variety of sources.

Outline: I. Nutrient Pollution Increases Plant Growth

A. Run-off of agricultural and urban fertilizers.

B. Sewerage effluent from watershed cities.

II. Excess Soil Is Washed Into The Lake

A. Improper farming practices.

B. Urban building practices.

III. Trash Is An Esthetic and Safety Problem

A. Litter dropped by man into the lake.

B. Litter washed into the lake.

IV. Chemical Upset The Lake Ecology

A. Herbicides are added to control plant growth.

B. Pesticides wash in from agricultural and urban areas.

Note: The left hand margin item identifiers are NOT used in your paper write-up.

(e) Include footnotes. The footnotes are essential after every

direct quotation and after all important facts or opinions which are

taken from resources and expressed in your own words. The footnote numbers
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are sequential. You may use any footnoting form found in a variety

of sources providing you are consistent in the form used. The

following show one typical footnoting form which you may use:

First Time 'Fairchild, Osborn, Our Plundered Planet.

Reference Is Used Doubleday, New York, 1948. p. 76.

25Osborn, p. 125.If Same Reference
Is Used Again

For a
10
Thomas Ungerleider. "Drugs and the Educational

Magazine Process." The American Biology Teacher, Oct., 1968,

Article: p. 625.

You will notice the similarity of footnoting style to bibliographic

style; however, specific page numbers must be stated in footnoting. It

should also be noted that footnoting may be used to direct the reader's

attention to certain pertinent facts or short expansions of a particular

idea when including such information in the formal part of the paper would

be distracting. However, do NOT use footnotes excessively - use them when

required and in situations where their omission would detract from the

clarity of the presentation.

(f) Prepare the This is an alphabetical (by author)

list of all resources that have been used in the footnotes and certain other

resources which may be germain to your presentation. Note the change in

author's name sequence shown above in the sample footnotes and the previous

sample bibliographic card entries. Again, there are several acceptable

bibliographic formats; you should use the same form throughout your

bibliography.
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G. The Completed Paper

The final draft of the paper should be typewritten, if possible,

fastened into some type of folder and should have the following parts:

1. Title Page - This page contains the title centered in the upper

portion of the page. It also contains your name and date of submission

centered in the lower portion of the page.

2. Outline Page - This page contain the topic sentence identified

as the theme near the top of the page. It also contains the final outline

spaced properly and following the topic sentence.

3. Text of the Paper - The text of the paper will be consistently

spaced, contain footnotes, diagrams, charts and drawings, as appropriate,

in addition to the written material. 'the pages will also be sequentially

numbered.

4. Bibliography - The bibliography is identified as such at the top

center of a new page. The last page of the bibliography will also be the

last page of your paper.

If the paper is typed, you should also prepare one or two carbon copies

for your own retention. The original copy will be retained by your instructor.



APPENDIX

THE SCIENCE SEMINAR

The Science Seminar is a gathering of a small group of students,

under the direction of a leader, for the purpose of pursuing a specific

science problem. The seminar might be under the leadership of the instructor

for some purposes. It might also be under tilt: leadership of a student; this

would be particularly true when a particular student is presenting a research

paper.

A seminar leader should:

1. Provide the group with general reading material prior to the actual

seminar so that the group will have some subject matter background. Such

material might be in the form of a snort, selected bibliography and/or re-

produced article(s) which will provide an overview of your topic.

2. Briefly and informally present the essential features of the

researched information. The use of visual aids will increase the effective-.

ness of your presentation. Charts, programs and projected materials will

promote interest and illustrate important points. These materials should be

large enough to be easily seen by the entire seminar group, and should be

sufficiently simple such that the point is rapidly illustrated. A poorly

constructed or poorly used sual aid is worse than no visual aids at all.

3. Be prepared to answet questions and encourage discussion. Usually,

a good discussion can be initiated by preparing a series of questions to

ask which will stimulate participant thinking.
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Singer, S., "Federal Interest in Estuarine Zones Builds." Environmental
Science And Technology, February 1969.

Sears, P., "Resources Are For Using - Wisely." Science Teacher, September 19b5.

"Three Hundred Billion Dollars For Clean Air and Water." U. S. News and

World Report, 3 April 1967.

"The Cities." Newsweek, 17 March 1969.
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Tabor, H., "Power For Remote Areas." International Science and Technology b5,

May 1967.

Taylor, C., and Hall M., "Health, Population and Economic Development."
Science 157, 11 August 1967.

Tyler, P., AMERICAN HIGHWAYS TODAY. Wilson, 1957.

Teller, E., and Lattner, A., OUR NUCLEAR FUTURE - FACTS, DANGERS AND

OPPORTUNITIES. Criterion, 1958.

Udall, S., THE QUIET CRISIS. Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1963.

Udall, S., "Our Perilous Population Implosion." Saturday Review, 2 September 1967.

UNESCO; CAN WE KEEP OUR PLANET HABITABLE? (Total Issue of UNESCO Courier,)

January 1969.

Van Tassel, D., and Hall, M., SCIENCE AND SOCIETY IN THE UNITED STATES.
Dorsey, 1966.

Walsh, J., TIME IS SHORT AND THE WATER RISES. Dutton, 1967.

Woodburn, J., CANCER: THE SEARCH FOR ITS ORIGIN. Holt, 1964.

Weinberg, A., REFLECTIONS ON BIG SCIENCE. M.I.T. Press, 1967.

Ward, B., SPACESHIP EARTH. Columbia, 1966.

Wynne-Edwards, V., "Population Control in Animals." Scientific American 211,

August 1964.

Wynne-Edwards, V., "Self Regulating Systems in ropulations of Animals.
Science 147, 26 March 1965.

Wolman, A., "Air Pollution: Time For Appraisal." Science 159, 29 March 1968.

White, E., "Sootfall and Fallout." in Watt, W., and Bradford, R. (editors,)

An E.B. White Reader. Harper and Row, 1966.

Woodwell, G., "Toxic Substances in Ecological Cycles." Scientific American 216,

March 1967.

Walsh, J., "Aldabra: Biology May Lose A Unique Island Ecosystem."
'Science 157, 18 August 1967.

Walsh, J., "Aldabra: Reprieve For an Island." Science 158, 1 December 1967.

Woodwell, G., "Radiation and the Patterns of Nature." Science 156, 28 April 1967.

Wiener, N., THE HUMAN USE OF HUMAN BEINGS: CYBERNETICS AND SOCIETY. Houghton-

Mifflin, 1954.

Wigner, E., PHYSICAL SCIENCE AND HUMAN VALUES. Princeton University Press, 1947.

Wright, J., THE WATER CRISIS. Coward-McCann, 1966.

gote: A study of this bibliography will show that certain periodicals are
obviously rich sources of materials for this Science and Society course.
Diligent use of the Readers' Guide To Periodical Literature will reveal
a vast quantity of additional resource materials.
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APPENDIX D

FILM LIST

3822 BAVI (5.00)

AUTOMATION - THE NEXT REVOLUTION. McGraw-Hill. 28 min. b/w/sd.

Assesses the potentialities and examines the dangers of rapid growth

of machine labor. Explores the changes in employment patterns and transporta-

tion techniques which raise social and economic problems. Pictures the

present development and relates a potential manpower shortage to a national

effort in education.

7054 BAVI (11.00)

COMMUNICATIONS EXPLORATION. McGraw-Hill. 25 min. color/sd.

Surveys the latest technological developments in communications: how

the computers, lasers and orbiting satellites may become departures for

instant, worldwide communications at all levels. Studies the potentials

of 3D-TV and how the concept of the "global village" may be realized.

Observes a "talking computer" now in experimental use for banking transac-

tions. Considers how emerging systems can actually revolutionalize man's

behavior patterns.

6957 BAVI (11.00)

MAN MADE MAN (21st Century Series.) McGraw-Hill. 27 min. color/sd.

Depicts how modern technology has developed artificial materials and

devices to replace damaged or diseased bones, blood vessels and heart valves.

Shows the complex mechanical devices that can substitute for ailing kidneys.

Interviews Dr. Wm. Koloff, inventor of the artificial kidney and Dr. Wm.

Kantrowitz, transplant specialist. Shows the medical researcher in his search

for new devices such as artificial hearts and electrified artificial limbs.



M1600X Public Health Service (Free)

DAY AT THE DUMP. PHS. 18 min. color/sd.

The story of Kenilworth Dump, Washington, D. C. Compares the

population increase to per capita trash increase and available disposal

techniques. Sets statistical stage for solid waste disposal per capita

needs. Illustrates how dump areas may be converted into useful, sanitary

recreational areas.

F 3119 Madison Public Schools

NUCLEAR POWER IN WORLD POLITICS. WBCTV, 1967. 20 min. b/w/sd.

Study of nuclear proloferation providing global view of one of the

great problems today . . survival in the atomic age. Interviews with

world leaders. Includes sequences of atomic tests, delivery mechanisms

and nuclear establishments of the leading powers.

POPULATION ECOLOGY. MGHT, 1961. 19 min. b/w/sd.

Analyzes the biological principles of environment as they relate

to surplus or decline of births over deaths. Man, with his ability to

change environment, has created a problem of birth surplus over number of

deaths giving rise to a biological and sociological phenomenom which we'call

the population explosion.

F 3096 Madison Public Schools

OUR VANISHING LAND. MGHT, 1967. 24 min. color/sd.

Designed to create a better understanding of the problems of conservation

now confronting this nation. Instances are cited of some of the things that

have already. happened or likely to happen as the price of progress.



F 3097 Madison Public Schools

PEOPLE BY THE BILLIONS. MGHT, 1961. 28 min. b/w/sd.

Migration to another planet? A fanciful nation today, but one which

may hold the only hope for elbow room 500 years from now. This film examines

the implications of the population explosion already underway.

M1418X Public Health Service (Free)

POISONED AIR (CBS Series by Daniel Schorr.) PHS, 1967. 50 min. color/sd.

Depicts St. Louis and Pittsburgh air pollution both before and after

clean-up of the atmosphere of those cities. Animation combined with actual

scenes as well as laboratory shots lend the films versitility of approach.

Both the industrial and public health aspects are examined. Interviews with

executives of the automobile industry, Mayor Lindsay and Norman Cousins are

conducted. Problem solutions such as precipitrons, waste condensation,

1

I

I

1

I

atomic power sources and battery operated vehicles are examined.
40D

F 3298 Madison Public Schools ob

THE CITY AND THE FUTURE (Part 6) Sterling, 1964. 28 min. b/w/sd.

In more and more regions of the world the inevitable and urgent choice

must be made - low grade urban sprawl or a new kind of regional city. This
molo

last film of the series examines prospects for the city and ways to restore

its role as the focus of man's highest achievement. 116

F 3295 Madison Public Schools

THE CITY - CARS OR PEOPI...0 Sterling, 1964. 28 min. b/w/ad.

A study of an old but dangerously growing problem - how to make the

city accessible for meeting and mixing without allowing transportation to

make it conjested and uninhabitable, as the private motor car now threatens

to do.
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F 3099 Madison Public Schools

TO EACH HIS RIGHTFUL SHARE. MGHT, 1960. 28 min. b/w/sd.

This film presents a broad canvas, encompassing the world, against

which it studies the great stirring of humanity in search of a better means

of life.
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APPENDIX E

LIBRARY RESEARCH PROJECT

1. Select and List a Topic Area:

State the Relationship of the topic area to the course:

2. Write a topic sentence:

Instructor Approval:

3. Summarize the information found on the topic in an encyclopedia.

(Use Reverse of this page.)

Name of Encyclopedia:

Publication Date:

4. Usin the Readers' Guide To Periodical Literature, list three recent

references pert nent to your-cop c..

(a)

(b)

(c)

5. Magazine Subject Index

(a) Scientific American (Find the most recent article related to your

topic.)

(b) Choose any other science journal (e.g., Science, Na_tures) and find

the most recent article related to your topic.

(Use full bibliographic reference form, above.)

6. Select one of the references listed in (4) or .(5), above, and obtain the

references cited in the article. Select and list two of these references

(from the end of the article) that relate to your topic. Use bibliographic

form below:

(a)

(b)



7. Locate one of Llie references listed in (6), above, and from this article
(or book) list one additional reference related to your topic; use
bibliographic form below:

8. From a yearbook, or similar publication, obtain one statistical fact
related to your topic.

Publication Year Page

State Statistic:

9. Look up three words closely related to your topic in an unabridged
dictionary. Record their derivation and meaning:

(a)

(b)

(c)

10. From a library card catalog, list three references in which information
on your topic can be found. Include all publication data:

(a)

(c)


